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DOMINO: development of informative molecular markers for phylogenetic and genome-wide population genetic studies in non-model organisms
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Abstract

Motivation: The development of molecular markers is one of the most important challenges in phylogenetic and genome wide population genetics studies, especially in studies with non-model organisms. A highly promising approach for obtaining suitable markers is the utilization of genomic partitioning strategies for the simultaneous discovery and genotyping of a large number of markers. Unfortunately, not all markers obtained from these strategies provide enough information for solving multiple evolutionary questions at a reasonable taxonomic resolution.

Results: We have developed Development Of Molecular markers In Non-model Organisms (DOMINO), a bioinformatics tool for informative marker development from both next generation sequencing (NGS) data and pre-computed sequence alignments. The application implements popular NGS tools with new utilities in a highly versatile pipeline specifically designed to discover or select personalized markers at different levels of taxonomic resolution. These markers can be directly used to study the taxa surveyed for their design, utilized for further downstream PCR amplification in a broader set taxonomic scope, or exploited as suitable templates to bait design for target DNA enrichment techniques. We conducted an exhaustive evaluation of the performance of DOMINO via computer simulations and illustrate its utility to find informative markers in an empirical dataset.

Availability and Implementation: DOMINO is freely available from www.ub.edu/softevol/domino.

Contact: elsanchez@ub.edu or jrozas@ub.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.
1 Introduction

It is well known that phylogenetic inferences based on a single or very few genetic markers can lead to systematic errors and reach invalid conclusions (Brito and Edwards, 2009; Maddison et al., 1997). Next generation sequencing (NGS) has become a feasible and cost-effective way of obtaining large amounts of genetic markers suitable for addressing ecological and evolutionary questions. Among current methodologies, the hybrid enrichment and the reduction representation sequencing methods (for a review see Lemmon and Lemmon, 2013) are particularly promising approaches for studies in non-model organisms. Markers developed with these methodologies, however, may not be informative enough to resolve multiple evolutionary questions across a reasonable taxonomic range; indeed, some markers may be insufficient for a particular study in a specific taxonomic group, or can be useful only for limited phylogenetic ranges. These problems make often necessary to accomplish various cost-intensive enrichment or reduction representation experiments to further obtain makers suitable to be applicable across a wide range of species.

Recently, some optimizing approaches have been developed to try to overcome this limited marker informativeness. For instance, the MarkerMiner 1.0 pipeline (Chamala et al., 2015), outputs different types of multiple sequence alignments (MSA) files, some of them including reference coding sequences containing introns, which facilitates the downstream evaluation of the phylogenetic utility of each marker or the prediction of intron–exon boundaries and intron sizes, very useful for primer or probe of development. Nevertheless, the pipeline does not perform these assessments by itself and the application is specifically devised to work only with transcriptome assemblies and with a set of plant reference genomes. Indeed, the possibility of selecting particular markers with a specific number of samples has been recently implemented in the RAD-Seq data processing pipeline RADIS (Cruaud et al.). However, this application does not include other key options and parameter combinations, such as the selection of a specific nucleotide variation range across a set of pre-defined taxa, options that can be very useful for a plethora of studies. BaitFisher (Mayer et al., 2016) also implements a novel approach to optimize the design of target enrichment baits to be applicable across a wide range of taxa. This software includes an algorithm to infer target DNA enrichment baits from multiple taxa by exploiting user-provided nucleotide sequence information of target loci in a representative set of species and can handle both genomic and cDNA data. Nevertheless, this software works on the basis of MSA of already known target loci that directly serves as templates for bait design (i.e. it cannot be used with raw NGS data or for de novo marker discovery).

Here we present Development Of Molecular markers In Nonmodel Organisms (DOMINO) a new bioinformatics tool that facilitates the development of highly informative markers from different data sources, including raw NGS reads and pre-computed MSA in various formats (such as those from RAD data). DOMINO efficiently process NGS data or pre-computed MSA and identifies (i.e. de novo discovery) or selects the sequence regions or alignments that meet user-defined criteria. Customizable features include the length of variable and conserved regions (when requested), the minimum levels (or a preferred range) of nucleotide variation, how to manage polymorphic variants, or which taxa (or what fraction of them) should be covered by the marker. All these criteria can be easily defined in a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) or under a command-line version that implements some extended options and that it is particularly useful for working with large NGS datasets in high performance computers (Supplementary Fig. S2; see also the DOMINO documentation). The regions identified or selected in DOMINO can be (i) directly used as markers with a particular depth of taxonomic resolution, (ii) utilized for their downstream PCR amplification in a broader taxonomic scope or (iii) used as suitable templates to optimized bait design for target DNA enrichment techniques.

2 Methods and implementation

2.1 DOMINO workflow

The DOMINO workflow consists of four main phases (Fig. 1) that can be run either using the DOMINO GUI or the extended command-line version (see the DOMINO manual in the DOMINO Web page). In both cases, the most relevant results from each phase are conveniently reported in the appropriate output files.

2.1.1 Input data and pre-processing phase

DOMINO accepts input sequence data files in two different formats, the 454 Pyrosequencing Standard Flowgram Format (SFF), and FASTQ format (Cock et al., 2010). These input files can contain 454 or Illumina (single- or paired-end) raw reads from m taxa (the ‘taxa panel’). The sequences from each taxon should be properly identified with a specific barcode (aka, tag, MID or index), or loaded in separate files, also appropriately named (see the DOMINO manual in the DOMINO Web site for details). DOMINO is designed to filter low quality, low complexity, contaminant and very short reads using either default or user-specified filtering parameters. Moturh, PRINSEQ, NGS QC toolkit, BLAST, as well as new Perl functions specifically written for DOMINO (DM scripts) are used to perform these tasks (Supplementary Table S1). DOMINO uses Moturh v1.32.0 (Schloss et al., 2009) to extract reads from SFF files and store them in FASTQ format, which are subsequently converted to FASTA and QUAL files. Low quality or very short reads are trimmed, or definitely removed, using NGS QC Toolkit v2.3.1 (Patel and Jain, 2012). PRINSEQ v0.20.3 package (Schneider and Edwards, 2011) is used to eliminate low complexity reads using the implemented DUST algorithm. Putative contaminant sequences, such as bacterial DNA frequently found in genomic samples (Leese et al., 2012), cloning vectors, adaptors, linkers and high-throughput library preparation primers, can also be removed using a DOMINO function that performs a BLAST search (BLAST v2.2.28) (Altschul et al., 1990) against UniVec database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/vecscreen/univec/) and/or against a user-supplied contaminant database (see the DOMINO manual).

2.1.2 Assembly phase

When working with just NGS reads, the program first applies an assembly-based approach; the pipeline is therefore optimized to work with genome partitioning methods in which the length of the size-selected (or enriched) fragments and the sequencing depth are enough to permit the assembly of a set of homologous fragments. For data from restriction-site associated DNA (RAD) sequencing and related methods see the Mapping/Alignment phase section. DOMINO performs separate assemblies, one for each panel taxon, using MIRA v4.0.2 (Chevreux, 1999), either with the pre-processed reads from the previous step or with those supplied by the user. Although the default parameter values vary in function of the particular sequencing technology, the majority of them are shared (see the DOMINO manual). In order to avoid including repetitive and chimeric regions, all contigs (and the corresponding reads) identified as repeats in the MIRA algorithm are discarded from the mapping/
alignment phase (Chevreux, 1999). Since MIRA can generate redundant contigs because of polymorphic and paralogous regions, we have implemented a specific DOMINO function that performs a clustering of all contigs based on an all versus all contigs BLAST search to identify and remove such redundancies. The DOMINO command line version (see below) also includes an option to perform a second iterative assembly step using the software CAP3 (Huang, 1999). If selected, this option uses MIRA output sequences (contigs and singletons) as input for CAP3 under a relaxed parameter scheme.

### 2.1.3 Mapping/alignment phase

DOMINO uses Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to map the pre-processed reads from each taxon to the assembled contigs of the other \(m-1\) taxa from the panel. Thus, in this step, DOMINO builds \(m \times (m-1)\) sequence alignment/map files (SAM/BAM files). In the case of a panel of \(m = 4\) taxa, e.g., DOMINO will build \(4 \times 3 = 12\) SAM/BAM files during this step. The reason behind this particular mapping strategy lies in the dissimilar performance of alignment/mapping algorithms depending on the divergence between the reads and the reference sequences. Immediately after generating BAM files, DOMINO...
DOMINO combines the variation profiles (arrays with the information about the state of each position, conserved or variable between taxa pairs) obtained from each of the $m \times 1$ pileup files including the same reference sequence (i.e. the same taxon), into a single multiple taxa variation profile (MTVP). Since each of these reference will be likely fragmented in $i$ contigs, DOMINO will build $i \times m$ MTVP per taxon. Each of these MTVP will be independently scanned for regions containing candidate markers in the next phase. If the user provides reference sequences from a single taxon (e.g. a genome draft), plus the reads from the $m$ different taxa, the program builds only one MTVP set (one per contig or scaffold in the supplied reference). On the other hand, if the input includes a single or multiple pre-computed MSA instead of NGS data, DOMINO skips the alignment/mapping phase and directly generates the single MTVP set (one per aligned region). In this point, the program accepts MSA files in FASTA (multiple FASTA files, one per linked region), PHYLIP (multiple PHYLIP files, one per linked region, or one multi PHYLIP file with the alignment of all regions) and pyRAD LOCI (*.loci files generated by the program pyRAD; Eaton, 2014) and STACKS fasta (batch.X.fa output files generated from the population analyses in the program STACKS; Catchen et al., 2011) output files.

### 2.1.4 Marker discovery/selection phase

Each MTVP generated in the previous step is either scanned for the presence of candidate marker regions using a sliding window approach (DOMINO marker discovery module), or used to select markers (with the desired features) among the MSA loaded in the previous tab (DOMINO marker selection module). In the first case, a specific DOMINO function searches for sequence regions of desired length (Variable region Length, VL), showing the minimum level of variation indicated by the user (Variable region Divergence, VD). DOMINO can also restrict that this variable region was flanked (or not) by highly conserved regions (Conserved region Length, CL); an information useful to further design PCR primers. Moreover, DOMINO can strictly restrict the search to a particular set of taxa (from the panel), or just specify the minimum number of taxa required to be covered by the marker (by changing the Minimum number of Covering Taxa parameter; MCT $< m$). As indicated, DOMINO can use or not the information from polymorphic sites. An appropriated combination of selected taxa and MCT and VD parameter values will allow the user select a large set of informative markers suitable to be applicable across a wide range of taxa. In the second case, the DOMINO selection module allows directly selecting the most informative markers among the loaded by the user in the same way and with the same personalized features described above. For RAD loci, a particular range of variable positions (VP) between the closest taxa (instead of the VD parameter) must be specified. This option allows selecting informative RAD loci while excluding those exhibiting anomalous high levels of variation, which might reflect RAD tag clustering errors. The specific selection of a set of loci/MSA that meet some specific phylogenetic criteria using the DOMINO selection module can be very helpful to further design probes for different target enrichment techniques, including the enrichment of specific RAD segments using hyRAD (Suchan et al., 2016).
After the last phase, DOMINO reports the list the genomic regions (and their coordinates) or MSA that meet the selection criteria, along with the corresponding MSA of these regions for the selected taxa. Since DOMINO can work with more than one MTVP set (m in a full DOMINO run), some of the markers found in MTVP based on different reference taxa may be redundant (they can cover the same genomic region, although with different coordinates; see Mapping/Alignment phase section), while other can be found only in one particular profile. To avoid reporting redundant information, we have implemented a BLAST-based function to collapse these marker sequences, only reporting unique markers. To maximize the probability of finding informative markers, the final list of candidates under the DOMINO marker discovery module can include overlapped regions that fulfill the specified characteristics. Operationally, all regions that meet the criteria for being considered a candidate marker (after moving the scanning window five or more base pairs) are listed as different markers in the final output. In this way, users can choose the best marker to be used directly for further analyses or the more appropriated region of each contig to be PCR amplified and sequenced in additional focal species (i.e. the best marker from each linked block).

2.2 DOMINO GUI
DOMINO can be run either in the command prompt, by setting a large set of command line options, or using the GUI specifically developed to facilitate its use by non-experts in NGS bioinformatics tools (Fig. 2; see also the DOMINO manual for details). The DOMINO GUI is a cross-platform application that allows the user to interactively set marker selection criteria by tuning the most important parameters and options available in the command prompt version. It should be noted that for huge NGS datasets (which require substantial amounts of computational resources) a full DOMINO run using the GUI version is not recommendable. In this case, the user can either run DOMINO under the command line version using high performance computer clusters or, take advantage of the custom run options available in the GUI version to enter in DOMINO partially processed data, e.g. pre-processed reads, assemblies or alignment files (SAM/BAM) obtained with other memory-efficient software (Supplementary Table S2).

2.3 System and availability
The GUI was built using the cross-platform library and user interface framework Qt (https://www.qt-project.org/) based on C++ scripting language. Since most of the functions specifically developed for this work are implemented in Perl scripting language, users need to install first a recent version of Perl (version 5.12 or higher; http://www.perl.org/). The source code, the documentation and some example data files are freely distributed under the GNU GPL software license at: http://www.ub.edu/softevol/domino.

3 Results and conclusions
3.1 Computer simulations
We conducted an exhaustive computer simulation study to assess the performance of DOMINO in detecting informative markers (i.e. simulated regions that meet specific marker selection criteria) from NGS data. For that, we emulated an RRL-like experiment of four closely related species exhibiting different levels of nucleotide divergence among them and incorporating substitution rate heterogeneity across sites to create genuine informative markers. The topology of the species tree used for the simulations was fixed (Supplementary Fig. S1). In each replicate, we generated an independent RRL-like dataset of 100 fragments, of different length (3 or 10 kb) each. The nucleotide sequences were simulated with the program evolver, included in the PAML v4.7 package (Yang, 1997, 2007), using 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 or 0.30 substitutions per site between the two most
demonstrates that the sequenced markers are useful to establish the phylogenetic relationships of the focal ones (Supplementary Fig. S4).

3.3 Conclusions
DOMINO will assist researches working with non-model organisms in the development of molecular markers for DNA variation studies. First, it allows obtaining a list of ‘personalized’ markers that meet user specific criteria without the mandatory need of a reference genome, which will improve their application from highly specific taxonomic scopes to more wide phylogenetic ranges. Second, its output alignment files, jointly with the information about markers coordinates and features provided by the program, can be either directly utilized in variation studies, or used as a templates for further downstream PCR amplification or target DNA enrichment probe design. Third, the DOMINO GUI makes this application accessible and easy-to-use to non-experts in the bioinformatics of NGS data handling and analysis. Finally, DOMINO is open cross-platform software that can be straightforwardly adapted to other pipelines or used in high performance computers. Although current version of the program works with raw reads of a limited number of reduction representation schemes (e.g. DOMINO cannot process raw reads from RAD- or RNA-Seq approaches) and sequencing platforms (Illumina short and 454 long reads), the modular structure of DOMINO will allow easily expanding the software to accept NGS data from other sources.
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